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COYA Monte-Carlo returns for its 4th season
A culinary journey to (re)discover from 22 April
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer is continuing its promise to provide its customers with unique experiences
whilst ensuring their well-being in these unusual times. At lunchtime on 22 April 2021, COYA Monte-Carlo is kicking
off its 4th season, before switching to lunch & dinner mode starting on 23 April. COYA Monte-Carlo is opening its
terrace with sea view in a new luxuriant setting. This season's big news: chef Victoria Vallenilla Gallardo is taking
over the kitchens of COYA Monte-Carlo, bringing her Venezuelan and Caribbean influences with her.
(Re)discover COYA Monte-Carlo from 22 April 2021
Until we are allowed to travel again, get ready to set off on a journey of Latin American flavours and colours at
COYA Monte-Carlo from Thursday 22 April at midday. A unique culinary journey from the terrace tucked away in
the gardens of Sporting Monte-Carlo, far from everything and yet so close to it all, facing the sea, in a setting that
has been redesigned by the COYA Monte-Carlo teams. A season that gets under way at lunchtime, until it's time
for the evening meal.
COYA Monte-Carlo and its kitchens are now orchestrated by chef Victoria Vallenilla
Victoria Vallenilla is taking over the controls of the fusion restaurant, bringing her Venezuelan inspirations with
her. Originally from Venezuela, Victoria Vallenilla learned the “Monte-Carlo” style of cooking at Hotel Hermitage
Monte-Carlo for three years, before embarking on the COYA Monte-Carlo adventure with the opening of the
restaurant, driven by her desire to return to her roots and to magnify the flavours of her childhood. This talented
chef with a big smile has evolved from Sous-Chef to Chef, adding a modern and flavoursome touch to the
restaurant’s cuisine.
A stress-free moment with Monte-Carlo Cares
For a stress-free moment, COYA Monte-Carlo has rolled out the Monte-Carlo Cares programme for the safety of
its clients and employees. Certified by Bureau Veritas, this health plan ensures that Europe’s most exclusive
destination is also the safest.

Practical information
Opening dates:
- April 22nd for lunch only,
- April 23rd to 25th for lunch and dinner
- Starting April 26th for lunch and dinner from Wednesday to Sunday included
Opening hours :
Lunch from 12 to 3pm and dinner from 7 to 9 :45pm
COYA Monte-Carlo at Sporting Monte-Carlo 26 avenue Princesse Grace, Monaco
https://www.montecarlosbm.com/fr/restaurant/coya
Information and reservation: +377 98 06 20 00
Download here images of COYA Monte-Carlo ©Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
Since 1863, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has been offering a unique Art of Living, a one-of-a-kind resort
with four casinos, including the prestigious Casino de Monte-Carlo, four hotels (Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, Hôtel
Hermitage Monte-Carlo, Monte-Carlo Beach, and Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), the Thermes Marins MonteCarlo spa, 30 restaurants including five that together have seven Michelin Guide stars. A hub of nightlife, the
Group offers an incredible selection of events. 2020: Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer completed four years
of transformation works dedicated to Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo and to the creation of a new district around
Place du Casino, One Monte-Carlo: luxury accommodation, shops, restaurants and a conference centre, to make
Monte-Carlo the most exclusive experience in Europe.
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